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英語教育用のホームページ作成のためのデザイン・ガイドライン

Guidelines for Designing a Good Web Site for ESL 
Students 

By Charles 1. Kelly 

Abstract: This is a list of points that should be considered when desi伊 inga web site. Many of 
these are points that should be considered when developing any web site， some points訂 e
directed at any teacher developing educational web pages， and some points are specifically 
aimed at teachers of English as a Second Language. 

Introduction 

While reading this list of guidelines， keep the 
following in mind. 

From a visitor's point ofview， a goodweb 
site is one that... 

・...isusable 

・...hassomething helshe wants 

.…does not waste hislher time and 

.…is not irritating. 

The Guidelines 

1. Make your site usable by 
everyone if possible. 

A. Make pages that wor匙 onany 
browser. 
・Ifpossible， try out yo町 pageon 

both Netscape and Explorer 
(叩rrentand earlier v目的nのand
on both Windows and Macintosh 
plaばorms. Remember， however， 
that there are other browsers and 
other ∞mputer platforms， so it is 
unlikely that you will ever know 
exactly how your page wi1l wor k 
for everyone. 

・ If possible， do not require Java， 
JavaScript， Flash and other things 
that are not available on a11 
browsers. 

• Do not require a wide "window." 
Remember some sロeensar e small 
and some visitors with wide screens 
will not be using full-screen 
windows. 

• Do not make your web page( s) 
depend on images. Be careful with 

using images for "text" items such 
邸 sub-titles，menu items， etc. 

B. Make pages usable by everyone 
regardless of their preference 
settings. 

• Remember that many people using 
the latest browsers may still have 
things like images， Java and 
JavaScript disabled. 

• Put the AL T code into姐 yimage 
∞de you have on the page. This 
a110ws those not viewing images to 
understand your page. 

• Make sure your page is readable 
even if a visitor does not download 
the background image. 

C. Make your site as backward 
compatible as you can. 

• For example， if you use Flash， and 
you can make something that wor ks 
with the Flash 2.0 plugin， do not add 
some little cosmetic feature that 
requires you to save it as a file that 
only works with Flash 4.0. 

・ Sometimes even if it四 nbe done 
slight1y more effectively utilizing 
features only available on the latest 
browsers， it is better to compromise 
and make a page that wor ks for a 
wider audience. 

D. Make your pages usable by 
handicapped visitors as well. 

• With a little extra thought， you can 
make your page e田 Yto ao田 ssby 
people who have visua1 and other 
handicaps. . 

• For the visua11y handicapped， 
make your page wor k with 
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speech synthesizers and be 
careful about assigning font 
sizes and colors. Speech 
sythesizers can read text， but 
cannot read i皿 ages，150 titles， 
sub-titles and other text 
displayed in an image get 
ignoI ed， unless the AL T code is 
induded. 

.. Other handicaps to take into 
consideration ale people with less 
powerful ωmputers and slow 
Internet connectIons. 

E. Therεa:re cases where you do not 
need to make your site usable by 
everyone. 
.. If your tar get audience a11 use the 

same computer with the same 
browser installed with the sa血 e
plugins using the same preference 
seUings and they are all ac田 ssing
the pages from the local server， then 
a 10t of these points are irrelevant. 
A certain number of people develop 
things to be used in their school' s 
computer labsフ so speed and 
compatibility are not an important 
consideration. 

" However， sometimes with just a 
little extra effort， you can also make 
your materials usable everyone else 
on the web. 

2町輔akey01!J1l' slte as fast as 
possible園

A. Make fast-Ioading pages. 
o Keep the size of the HfML file to a 

mlmmum. 
w Eliminate everything that does 

not show on the surface of the 
page. Eliminaie multiple spaces， 
r eturns and tabs in the HfML 
code. Remember that any 
amount of "white space" is 
reduced to one spa田 on the 
surface of the page. 

.. Remember that color changesヲ foni
sIze changes and tables add to the 
size of the file. Consider not using 
these. 

.. Be car eful when using Hfl¥且
editors. Mostラ maybeall， insert a lot 

of unneeded duplicate codeフ

resulting in files rnuch larger than 
necessary. If you learn enough 
百 四 位 toedit out the "ju也九 you
can often more than halve the size of 
the file. 

a Make your pages cache-friendly. 
" Design pages that can be cachedタ

both by Internet or proxy cache and 
local cache. 
o See Cache Now 
@匙!J2://vancouver白

webpages.com/CacheNow/ for 
more information。

'" A void other things that slow down 
the loading of your pages . 

.， Avoid CGI， 5SI on pages that 
can be static pages. Y our page 
will be faster. This also aHows 
the pages to get cached which 
田町 allowthe visitor to get 
your page even faster. 

" Do not u田 imagesor use only a 
few small on自由 Using an image 
for the page title is not so bad. 
However， it is so easy to add 
images to pages， that 
inexperienced writers often put 
m too血 any.

B. Mai王efast園 d.ispJayiIlgpages. 

~ What makes a visitor wait is not 
only the amount of time it takes to 
downloadフ buthow long it iakes for 
the page to display. 

e Tr aditional， str aight -forwar d 
formaUing aHows visitors to read 
the top of the page as the r est of the 
page is downloading. Full-page 
table formatting and fr ames cause 
Vlsltors to羽rait.

.. Remember that what may seem 
ac田 ptablyfast fOI you on your 
∞皿putermay seem pa出fullyslow 
on a less powerful computer. 

e Avoid multi-column full-page table 
formatting.τbis includes pages with 
a column on the side for navigation 
buttons. The proble阻 isthat your 
page wiU seem to stall as the 
∞mputer is waiting for the rest of 
the page toωmeln. 

" lnclude the 1王EIGIITand WIDTH 
code for a11 images. This way 
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people can be reading your page 
while the images are stil110ading in. 

• Remember that the more Hf1¥ι 
formatting there is， the longer it 
will take for the page to layout. 
Using m組 ycolor changes and font 
sIZe changes wil1 require more time 
for the computer to layout the page. 

・Ifyou feel that you must use SSI or 
CGI to put a page counter， a 
randomly-selected image or 
randomly selected text on the page， 
put it at the bottom of the page， so 
visitors can be reading your page 
while waiting for the delay caused 
by SSI or CGI. 

• Be careful not to include too much 
"navigation." Some poorly-d回 igned
pag田 devotea higher percentage of 
their file sIZe to "no任 content"
navigation and advertising than they 
use for presenting "content." 

c. Make your site fast to use. 
• Do not make your pages too lar ge. 

Do not make your pages too small. 
If pages紅 etoo large， visitors must 
wait a long time for the pages to 
load in. If the pages訂 etoo small， 
visitor s spend a lot of time clicking 
links and reconnecting to your 
server to get the next page. 

3開 Makeyour site easy to use. 

A. Make your site easy to navigate. 
• Make navigation easy. However， do 

not put in so much that it makes 
your page really slow by increasing 
the file size. 

• Make it e田 Yfor the visitor to find 
what he is looking for. The most 
popular pages should be the easiest 
to find. 

・ If you offer sub-pages for both 
students and teachers， make it very 
clear on your main pages which 
pages are for students. If a low-level 
ESL student visits your main page， 
then clicks to a teacher-oriented 
page， he may th血kthat your site has 
nothing there for him. 

• Your main page should load in 
quickly. There is no reason you 

should make your visitors wait a 
long time for a page whose main 
purpose is to offer links to the rest 
of your material. 

• Keep the amount of c1icking to a 
minimum. If possible， have direct 
links to all of your sub-pages from 
the main page. If a visitor needs to 
click more than 2 or 3 times from 
the main page to get to any page on 
your site， you may want to 
reconsider the structure of your 
web site. 

• Warning: Inc1uding too much 
navigation will slow down your 
pages since the mor e HfML code in 
the document the larger the file size. 
You do not need links to all of your 
pages from all of your pages. Also， 
do not include links to other pages 
more than on田 ftomany given 
page. 1 have visited one poor1 y 
designed site that had links down the 
side， links across the top， links at the 
boUom and also a pull-down menu. 

・Do not have "orphan" pages. 
Always have a link back to your 
main page from every page. 

B. Keep your pages cIutter-free. 
Avoid putting distractions and 
unrelated things on the page. 

・ Animated images often distr act 
from what one is trying to teach. 

• Resist the temptation to include 
"cute" things that are unrelated to 
your∞ntent. These訂 esuch things 
as scrolling messages and all those 
other free JavaSロiptthings f10ating 
around on the web. 

• Do not clutter your pages with "too 
much navigation." 

・ It is probably best to keep 
advertising off of educational pages. 
・Ifyou must use advertising to 

support your site， consider 
putting the ad at the bottom of 
the page 阻 d not ac田 pting
animated GIF banners. 

C. 1¥恒akea fast-Ioading， easy圃 to・
understand， useful main page. 

• Do not w部 teyour visitors' time 
with a cover page that says "Click 
here to enter." 
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'" If your main page does not load 
quickly， there is a lower chance that 
visitors will take the tIme to look at 
your sub-pages. 

。 Justunder the title of your page put 
a one-line description of what your 
site has to offer. This should be in 
English simple enough to be 
understood by the ESL studen1s 
visiting your site. 

Q Make your main page simple and 
easy to understand. 

" Do not let your page be one of those 
pages where a visIior does not know 
where to start. Some pages， 
especially mu1ti-column pages， are 
so cluUered with images and links， 
that it is easy to get confused. 

D. Make your pages easy to read. 
• Do not use font colors and 

backgrounds that make reading the 
pages difficuH. 

" Most of the text on the page should 
be FONT SIZE=3 (the default font 
size). Many people will have set 
their preferences to use a font sIZe 
that is cornfortable for them to read. 
If you make it smaller or larger you 
are making your page less friendly. 

.. Keep the English simple enough for 
ESL/EFL students. 

.. Make your pages easy to scan 
allowing your visitor s to avoid 
wasting time reading things that do 
not concern them. 

E. Do not require more scroHing 
than necessary. 

6 Do not make the title or title image 
too big and do not put in so much 
introductory material that the 
visitor has to scroll the page before 
seeing any real content. 

9 Do not make the foni size too lar ge， 
since this requires frequent 
scrolling. (Make yOUT standard text 
size the default FONT SIZE=3.) 

F. Avoid "cra雌 ped-Iooking"pages. 
@ Full-page table formatting and 

frames often give a "cramped-
looking" page to visitors using 
smaller screens (or small windows 

on a large screen) and when printed 
out. 

G. Make your siie user-fdendly for 
both the frequent vRsitor and the 
first同 timevisito官@

" On the main pageヲ donot put in long 
inlr oductions and indude a lot of 
information that only requires one-
time reading. 

.. Howeverヲ you want enough 
explanation on the main pageヲ so
firsi-tIme visitors feel comfortable 
and can immediately know what you 
have to offer. 

.. Remember that slow-loading pages 
may keep potential repeat visitors 
from returning. 

H. Do not require loggi図gin or 
registering to use t.he site. 

" If you require registering an email 
addressヲ most wise people will 
assume that they will start receiving 
"junk mail" no matter what your 
"privacy statement" may say， so 
they will not use your site 

4園輔ai電eyour site usefuL 

A. Provide content . 
.， The main aim should be to provide 

"content，" not to show off fancy 
web page design or to sell 
advertising. Some less-than-useful 
位協 havevery little∞ntentヲ butl01s 
of fancy formatting or 101s of 
advertisements. 

B.恥1:akeyom: pages printable. 

" Studenls may want to print your 
pages and study them off-line. 

" Teachers may want to use some of 
your material in the classroom. 

c. Keep your site stable. Avoid 
"Not Found" errors. 

• Once a page has been uploadedフ do
not move it to another location. 

" If you change URLs， then people 
who like your site and have 
bookmarked favorIie田 b-pageswill 
get "not found" errors. 

9 Changing URLs within your site 
means your site cannot easily be 
used by teachers who want to refer 
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siudenis to appropriate pages on 
your sue. 

.. Changing URLs means that you羽riU
also lose a ceriain number of 
potential visitors who find your old 
URLs using a search engine. 

D. Remember that your site醐 ight
be usefui for others， not just for 
ESL/EFL students. 

e With a little extra effortラ youmay 
be able to create something thai 
native English speakers， both young 
and old，血ayfind interestmg. 

E. Make your site complete for 
today' s visitor. 

s Do not have links to sub-pages on 
your site that are still under 
construction. It is easy enough to 
add these links as those pages are 
completed. 

F. Create a site that fiHs a need. 
.. Do something that has not been done 

yet. Instead of trying to produce a 
site similar to an existing site， find 
something that is still needed and 
focus on filling that need. Ther e ar e 
still many are出 thatneed to be 
covered that would benefit the 
ESLlEFL web community. 

s Here is a list of some sites that the 
ESL world would like to see. 
" 1lttv:l/www.aitech.ac.i耳斗主迅ι

/'webidea.html 

G. Focus on one thing and do it 
weH. 

Q Insiead of trying to produ∞ a 
comprehensive ESL siteヲ focuson 
one area. Since anything on the web 
is only one click away， you do not 
have to create pages on your site for 
things thai already exisL It is betier 
to have a good or great focused site 
than an aver age or below aver age 
general枇 (Jack of all 仕組問

master of none.) 
.. To make a needed contributionヲ find

something that has not been done 
and cr eate a site that focuses on that 
one thing. 

思 輔 副ntainIntegrity. Be 
professlonal. 

A. Be truthfuL Be honest. 
" Deliver what you claim to deliver. 
.. Do not use phrases like "the number 

one site" or "the best sIie." On the 
webラ thereis no way to really know 
this. Leave the evaluation up to the 
visitor. This kind of phr ase sounds 
like an exaggeration and advertising 
hypeラ soyou risk losing credibility. 

" If yours is a commercial site， do not 
pretend otherwise. 

" Do not use dishonest meta 
keywords. 

'" Some examples of "dishonesty." 
。Multiple sites owned by the 

開血e (somewhat anonymous) 
ownerフ recommendinghis own 
sites出 goodsites to visit. 

.. A site pr etending to be 
something it is not. 

.. A site that claims to de1iver 
material on a dailyヲ weeklyor 
monthly basis and does not do 
this. 

" A site using another famous site 
name in the田 etakeywords. 

B. Be accurate. 

.. Check your facts. Check your 
spelling. Proofread your pages. 

.. If you have a collection of links， be 
sure your descriptions are accurate 

C. Do not violate copyrights. 

@ Using ∞pyrighted material without 
permission， even if credit is given， 
is still a copyright infringement. 

D. In an obvious location， put the 
date of the last update and an e臨 aH
address. 

.. This lets visitors know how old the 
page is and allows them to contact 
you with feedback on the contents. 
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G圃醐akeyour site frlendly e車問dfun 
to use白

A. Make your pages as visually 
pleasing as you C3，n wiU:wut slowRng 
the醐 downtoo much. 

" Always weigh "good【 looking" vs. 
"fast-loading唱円

.， Re田 ember to view your page 
without images， to see how pleasing 
your page looks to people who do 
not download images. 

" Remember it is possible to have a 
visually pleasing text-only page. 

B. Do not annoy your visItor8. 

'" What annoys visitors most is 
probably waiting a long time for 
pages to download and display. 

.. Other irritations indude crowded 
pagesラirritatingcolor combinationsヲ

blinking textラ animated images， 
excessive use of images and too 
much advertising. 

.. Do not use non-breaking spaces 
(&nbsp;) or avoid str ange 
char acter s cr eated by a non句

breaking spa田 for users of ilon-
Western fonts by inserting the 
following MET A tag. 
くmeta http-equiv="Content-Type" 
conlent=吋ext/html; charset=Iso-
8859-1" 

7.Use日cuttingedge technology悶

wisely and effectlvely風

1 t is beUer not to use the latest 
features for pmely cosmetic 
purposes or just to make your siie 
"cool." 

'" You should take advantage of 
"cutting edge technology" if it 
allows creating effective educational 
maierials. 
<> Howeverヲ rememberthat even 

if it can sornetimes be done 
slightly more effectively 
utilizing "cutting edge 
technology，" it is often better to 
compromise and make a page 
that wor ks for a wider 
audience. 

~ If you have pages that wiH not work 
for everyoneフ teHvisitor s what is 
needed. 

G If your page requires 
JavaScriptヲ besure to indude 
the <noscript> code血 thepage 
explaining that the page 
requires JavaScript. Do not 
assume that people with the 
latest browsers have JavaScript 
OI Java enabled. Some people 
tmn these off to avoid pop-up 
ads and irritatingly slow Java 
applets. 

.. If your page requires a plugi日夕
be sure to infOI田 yourvisitor s 
what the plugin is and where it 
can be obtained. 

e If your pages only work on the 
laiest browsers， remember to 
put a message at the top of the 
pageラ sovisitors without these 
browsers understand why your 
page looks str ange or does not 
work properly. 

富岡開@隅er官官berthat時 hatyOIJ think 
is true悶1aynot Ibe true掴

• Warnings 
.. Do not assume everyone will see 

your page the same way you see it. 
.. Be aware that some VISUOIS will 

not download images. 
" Be aware font sizes and window 

s1Zes vary. 
" Try 544 X 384 pixels to 

get an idea how your 
page may look on 
羽TebTV.

" With palm-top∞皿puters
and web-capable cell 
phonesヲ itis not only the 
older computers that have 
smaller screens. 

.. Do not assume people will enter 
your site through the main page. 

.. Be aware that access counters and 
log files do not reaUy tell you how 
many times your pages have been 
accessed. It could be more or it 
could be less. 
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• Read Jif守zyWeb Usαge Statistics 
Are (Worse百叫n)Meαningless 
(By Je妊 Goldberg)
htto:l/www.cranfield.ac.uk/docs 
出盛l

• Be awar e that even江yourserver is 
fast， not everyone will get your 
pages quickly. 

• Do not assume a11 visitors using new 
browsers can view pages with Java 
and JavaSロipt.Some have either or 
both disabled in their prefer四回

settings by choice. 
• Just because you have seen m吋or

∞mpanies with a certain type of 
page design or using certain plugins 
does not mean it is safe to do the 
same. 

• Do not believe software that tells 
you how long it takes to download 
cer tain images using differ ent speed 
connections. It may tell you the 
fastest it will download， but often， 
due to traffic， it will take longer. 

• Do not believe everything you read. 
There is a lot of mis-information or 
outdated information on the web 
and in books. 

• Do not believe everything people 
tell you. 

・Be careful when using web 
authoring programs. Companies 
rarely tell you the limitations of 
their products. 

• Listen to what your visitors say. 
・ If a visitor takes the time to infor m 

you of a problem， believe him. Just 
because you have had mi11ions of 
visitors that have not commented on 
the problem， does not mean the 
problem does not exist. 

• Remember that what is true now 
may not be true in the future. 

・ Also， what used to be true may 
no longer be true. 

9. Should I really worry about the 
minority who use less powerful 
computers， use older browsers 
and have slow Internet access? 
-YES! 

• There are m姐 y p∞ple studying 
English as a Foreign Language in 
countries with slow and/or expensive 
Internet connections， so it is very 
important for us as ESL，厄FLteachers 
to be car eful when designing web 
sites. 

・ An often heard remark is "More than 
94% of my visitors are using the latest 
browsers， so 1 do not really need to 
write pages that work for everyone." 

'仁XJmrnent1: As a teacher， you 
would not write things on the 
blackboard ignoring three blind 
students in your classroom of 
50 students. Should we not also 
be as considerate to our web site 
visitors? 

・白mment2: This吻4%of my 
visitors" is likely to really mean 
that the log file shows 94 hits 
out of 100 that came from a 
current browser. If you have 
the type of site that gets return 
visitors， then it is unlikely that 
each "hit" is a different 
individual. This could easily 
mean that 6 people were not 
able to use the page and 31 
people accessed the page 3 times 
each which means that the 
minority is a lot larger than you 
might think. 

・ Comment 3: As stated ear lier ， 
just because someone is using 
one of the latest browsers does 
not n配 essarilymean that he/she 
has Java or JavaScript enabled， 
certain plugins installed， or 
even downloads images. This 
means that your page may be 
unusable even by those using the 
latest browsers. 

・ Also you need to consider par ts of the 
world that訂 ejust connecting to the 
Internet or have not yet connected the 
Internet. 

・ It is quite likely that for quite a 
while there will be a need for 
pages that wor k on older 
∞mputers (which req凶reusing 
older browsers) and pages 
which ar e fine-旬nedto be as 

69 
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fasi as possible. Even though 
powerful computers and broad 
band Inieroet access are now 
availab1e and coming soon for 
many peopleラ thereare many 
places in the wor ld that stiU do 
oot have electricity or 
telephones and， of cour se， no 
computers and Internet access. 
It is a good idea to assume that 
these peopleラ whenthey do get 
Internet access， are likely to be 
accessing your pages with slow 
Internei connections on less 
powerful computers. 

COl1clusion 

In conclusionラ what was stated in the 
introduction is resiated along with a few 
comments司

From αvisitor's point 01 view， a good w巴b
site is one that... 

@…is usable 
If the site is oot usableフ then
everything else is irrelevant. What is 
usableヲ variesfrom visitor to visitor. 
Remember that more people will find 
your site usable if you use fewer "bell 
and whistles." However， there is 
absolutely nothing wrong with using 
special plugins， Java or JavaS口 lpし
since yOUI page will still be usable by 
those with the plugins instaUed and 
everything enabled， though sometimes 
it is better to compromise and create a 
page that reaches a wider audience. 

" ...has something he/she wants 
Not only does the site need to have 
content that the visitor wantsヲ butthe 
visitor must be able to locaie this 
content on your sIte. 

@…does not waste his/her time 
Time has been wasted if it takes 
visitor s a long time to find whai they 
want on your site， if it takes a long 
time fOI the pages to download， or if 
the site requir田 excessivejl皿 pl血n
from on即ep伊ag伊et加oanother. 

@…is not irritating 
An irritating site is one thai Is not 
100% usableフ pretendsto have what 
you want but does not or wastes your 
time. 京市at visitors find irritating 
vanesヲ butmay indude such things as 
irrelevant use of Java or JavaScriptヲ

animated imagesヲ framesヲ advertising 
and tables that do not fit the window. 
明弓lenyou visit a site that you find 
irritating， remember what' was 
irritating and avoid doing the same 
thing on your own sIte. Also 
r emember that what you think is 
"cool" and "neat" may be regarded as 
irritating by others. 

(受理平成12年 3月18日)


